Transparent Universe Notes
The best laid plans… I had planned to write extensive notes as I recorded the tracks
here, but as often happens, things moved quickly following inspiration. So instead of
getting any notes on paper, I just got the notes on tape, or hard drive to be more
accurate. So these notes are from memory and the track logs. You’ll get a general idea
of what went on with each track.

Ensemble VS Solo
All of my previous albums have been solo recordings in the truest sense: the tracks
were all recorded live to 2-track with no overdubs. Essentially I wanted to get down the
sound and feeling of me playing a live concert. So songs were written and well
rehearsed before entering the studio. Time is money in the recording studio, so I always
made sure to have a well formed game plan and generally stuck with it. This allowed me
to get all previous studio albums each recorded in one session of usually 8-12 hours.
This time I invested the money I would have spent at a studio in the gear to record at
home. This allowed me the luxury of time—time to just create. I have produced all my
previous recordings and know my sound and what I want to achieve better than anyone
else. I also know how to engineer and mic the Gongs and percussion to get the sounds
I want. So it made a lot of sense to do it all myself and create this from the ground up as
I went along, discovering new sounds and new musical territory.
In this sense, I followed the muse and created the music as I went along. The idea was
to create percussion ensemble music, writing and over-dubbing the parts in real time. In
this manner I was constructing things much like using building blocks. Each track took
basically one day to record.
The influences for this music were composers like John Cage, Morton Feldman, and
Ianis Xenakis, as well as Asian Gamelan music. Each track started as a mood or idea
and was built upon with succeeding tracks. I tried to move quickly and not belabor a part
or over think things. This music was built on instinct more than pre-planning. I wanted to
capture that raw energy and spark you feel the first time you play something, the vibe at
the moment of creation. Thankfully, the muse was with me.

The Idea of Relative Time
All tracks (except I think Sundiver) were recorded to a click. This was something
completely new for me from just playing things as a live solo performance. The type of
click I used was a drum set track, usually some sort of funk or hip-hop beat. I felt this
gave me a groove to work with and against, rather than a sterile metronome click.
In laying down multiple Gong, marimba, or hand drum tracks, I used an idea I call
relative time. My feeling is that if I laid everything perfectly on top of the beat/click, it
would have a sort of sterility to it. In recording ensemble music, I wanted it to ultimately
sound like a live session with a group of people playing together. Relative time means
that tracks could be “in time” but didn’t have to be exactly on/with the beat. Usually the

1st track was laid down exactly with the click. But on subsequent tracks I would allow
the time to wander a bit, drifting ahead of or behind the beat. The effect is two-fold: one,
the overall sound of the tracks is thickened, as the rhythms/noted take up more space;
two, there is the effect of phasing as one rhythm moves against another. There’s also
another effect I like in that sometimes the rhythms seem to be chaotic, only to resolve
into synchronization, just to move back to chaos. I personally find this rhythmic
approach interesting. So everything here is “in time,” it’s just a matter of perspective.

The Tracks
In keeping with the album’s title, many of the tracks have been inspired by thoughts/
moods/images of the Sun and stars. Indeed, the Sun is the giver of life on this planet
and has been a powerful symbol throughout history.
Rising: The opening track is about just that, opening. I was thinking of a Sunrise or a
movement from nothing to something. This is 5 layered Gong tracks:
•
•
•
•
•
•

32” Symphonic
28” Jupiter
24” Venus
24” Water
32” Earth
20” Symphonic.

Tribes: The idea here was to create a big group tribal feeling, and I wanted to combine
African style drumming with Gamelan Gongs. I doubled Gong & hand drum parts using
relative time. There are 7 Gong tracks and 4 drum tracks:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Gamelan Gongs
Tuned Gongplay
32” Symphonic
Muted table Gongs
13” Paiste Accent
12” Heng
Doumbeks
Conga
Bass Drum

Archetype: A primal beginning, the first rhythm going back to the beginning of time, of
mankind. 8 tracks of layered muted Gongs all playing the same straight 16th note
pattern in relative time.
•
•
•
•
•
•

20” Iron Gamelan
13” Bronze Gamelan
12” Heng
22” Accent
20” UFIP ART I Prototype
14” Tibetan Bossed

•
•

13” Bao
14” Thai Bossed

Cloud Chamber: Thinking about sounds and how they mix, flow, bounce off of each
other. Inspired by how charged particles, X-rays, and gamma rays leave trails in a cloud
chamber.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Muted Tuned Wind
Unmuted Tuned Wind
20” Iron Gamelan
Muted 14” Michael Paiste Volcano
Tuned Thai
Doumbeks & Conga
Sheet Metal
Sounding Plates

Every Island A Path: A 2-part song reflecting on choices we make, leading us down
different paths. The 1st part is a powerful mix of sounds. It’s 14 separate tracks:
•
•
•
•
•
•

5-tracks of Sound Plates
22” Wind Gong
Doumbeks & Conga
Hand played Gongs
8” Bao Gong
Thundersheet

The 2nd part brings in a whole different vibe using a multi-layered wooden marimba
instead of Aluminum Sound Plates. There are 4 marimba parts, drums, & percussion:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Marimba 1 in a 16-note sequence
Marimba 2 in a 6-note sequence
Marimba 3 in a 5-note sequence
Marimba 4 playing the lead line
Doumbeks
Sound Plates
Large Gongs
Sheet Metal

Corona: Inspired by recent photos of activity on the Sun. The idea is to capture a
feeling of the swirling plasma, solar flares, and ever changing atmosphere of the Sun.
This piece features 5-tracks of bowed Gongs.
•
•
•
•
•

23.5” Michael Paiste Water
23.5” Michael Paiste Volcano
32” Symphonic
28” Jupiter
24” Chau

Solstice: So named because it was recorded on the Winter Solstice in December 2010.
I was looking to capture the spirit of a Solstice Celebration, celebrating the change into
a lengthening day and the coming of Spring in a few months. I was inspired by an
antique steel drum (60-70 years old) that someone had given me. The drum was made
by a farmhand and is quite rusty and not at all set up like a modern steel drum. The
tuning is also a bit suspect, but since no other tuned instruments were used, it worked
out fine.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2-track of Steel Drum
Doumbeks
Shakers
Whirly Tube
9” Opera Gong
14” Michael Paiste Volcano Gong
32” Symphonic

Sundiver: I had just finished reading the book, Sundiver, by David Brin (the 1st of 6
Uplift books) and felt like it was an appropriate title for another piece inspired by the
Sun. This one features a drone on a 32” Symphonic with a drum set groove layered on
top of it—no click. It’s a cosmic groove piece.
•
•
•
•
•

32” Symphonic
20” Michael Paiste Wind
Various large Gongs
Various Friction Gongs
Drum Set

Transparent Universe: A Gong piece brings the album to a conclusion. Recorded in
real time to 2-track.
•
•
•
•
•

32” Symphonic
32” Earth
28” Jupiter
24” Water
23.5” Michael Paiste Water

Gongs at the ready

Muted Gong

Marimba

